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Prologue

 I was a horse. A very different horse. I didn’t realize this for quite some 
time, because I never met my real mother. I had difficulties knowing how 
I was supposed to act and how to behave as a horse. I was scared of a lot 
of things because I didn’t have a horse to teach me what was normal and 
what was not. 
 In fact, I went through a lot of obstacles and encountered many 
problems that a normal horse would not usually experience. 

 I remember one time when I was eating by myself for the first time. I 
was so proud, and my adoptive human mommy was proud of me too! She 
watched me approach my little yellow feed bucket proudly on my own. 
I put my nose in the bucket and suddenly jumped back about ten feet. I 
made the loudest, scariest sound either one of us has ever heard. There 
was a shiny black thing in my bucket, and I was scared beyond belief. My 
mommy looked into that bucket and saw that it was a big black beetle 
moving around in my feed. Apparently it had fallen in there by mistake 
and couldn’t get out. Mommy pulled the beetle out with her hand and 
showed me that it wasn’t anything to be afraid of at all. She let me see it 
up close, and she even let me smell it. Only then did I realize that it wasn’t 
scary. I had overreacted. 
 That was only one of many things I had to learn as a baby orphaned 
horse. I know I would have learned that eventually with my real herd 
of horses, but I was so happy to have learned about it from my human 
mommy.
 I was going to experience many things like that in the future as I grew 
up as an orphan. I think I was ready for my life. I had a lot of support 
from my human mommy. But my life was still going to be filled with ups 
and downs along the way. However I was ready! 

H



All You Need
is Love

…and a Horse.
H

~Author Unknown
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Chapter One

 My life started in a cold, white field all by myself. I looked 
around and all that I saw were a lot of leafless tall trees and white 
fluffy stuff everywhere I could see. Later I was told that the white 
stuff was snow and that it always covers the ground during a 
certain time of the year.  
 Apparently the snow had fallen on my first day here on earth. 
I didn’t mind too much because I was happy to see the sunshine 
and the little birds and other animals romping around near me. 
Even though I was cold and had very little hair to keep me warm, 
I was happy to be here and lucky to be alive!  
 I found out later that my chances for survival weren’t very 
good. I will tell you more about that later in my story.
 I had so many questions. My first one was, Where was I? 
 Where was everyone else that looked like me? I felt kind of 
alone in this big field covered with snow. 
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 I was really cold, but I didn’t particularly know why. I was a bit 
wet and needed drying off, but no one was around to help me 
with that either. I looked around and waited. I even took a little 
nap when I could. 
 You never knew what the future held, I thought to myself as 
I waited and napped. I had to get my rest while I could. I felt as 
if I had been through a lot that day, but I didn’t really know what 
it was that had happened. I saw a bigger version of me walking 
around, but it never came over to say hello.  
 The brightness in the sky started to turn a little bit gray and 
the air around me felt different. I was still cold and had become 
hungry, but other things were happening. 
 All of a sudden, I heard noises that got louder by the minute. 
I looked all around to see what might be making those noises. I 
was scared but also a bit curious. What was this thing, and why 
was it coming closer to me? Was it going to hurt me? It surely 
didn’t look like me and didn’t smell like me. But why didn’t it, 
and what in the world was it? 
 I just lay there and didn’t move, hoping it wouldn’t notice me 
and would keep moving. A few moments later, I found myself 
being picked up off the white cold stuff and being carried into a 
dry metal box on wheels. Later I found out that this was called a 
trailer and was used to move things like me safely around from 
place to place.    
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 “Wow,” I said to myself, “I think I’m in for a really big 
adventure!”                                                   


